The new EPA liaison hopes to build a coalition of golf, environmental and consumer groups.

Superintendents are finding new ways to fumigate their putting surfaces.

Newest biogenetic research goes biolistic

The U.S. Golf Association, seed companies and others are taking their first baby steps into the area of genetically engineered turfgrasses, hoping research will eventually lead to plants that are resistant to many turf ailments.

Recent advances in the technology of transferring genetic material, specifically the biolistic method, has helped make that possible, according to Dr. Peter Day of Rutgers University's Cook College.

Basically this involves taking a plastic projectile with a surface layer of tungsten or gold. It is then coated with DNA containing the desired genetic trait.

The projectile is fired with a 22-caliber cartridge toward a steel plate with a small hole. A partial vacuum containing grass cells is on the other side of the plate. The steel stops the projectile, but the DNA continues through the hole and hits the target cells. Some of the DNA penetrates the nucleus.

A living, breathing, working laboratory in which handicapped and able-bodied people alike can play championship-level golf.

That's what the folks at Clemson University hope to develop on a 250-acre plot of land that contains peach orchards and borders manmade Lake Hartwell on their Clemson, S.C., campus.

“...This project hits all the hot buttons,” said Bob Wilson, the National Amputee Golf Association national director who is involved as a consultant for the

Signs of recessionary times: Rounds were up, revenues stayed even and maintenance costs went down at daily-fee courses from 1990 to 1991.

That's the message contained in the first "Trends in Resort and Daily Fee Golf" published by the National Golf Course Owners Association and Pannell Kerr Forster Consulting Inc., the accounting firm that also does the “Chubs in Town & Country Report” for the

PKF report says rounds up, maintenance costs down at resort and daily fee courses
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